The paper by H.D. Cheng at al. [Phys.Rev.A 79, 023407 (2009)] reports new experimental results of atom cooling in diffuse laser light. The observed phenomenon, probably, is quite simple and quite direct manifestation of inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics.
The new experimental results of atom cooling in diffuse laser light are presented in [1] . This phenomenon is very interesting because of it takes place in extremely simple system. The so-called optical lattice is absent here. So, any potential barriers are impossible. It is also meaningless to speak about any diffraction, tunneling or interference of atoms in this system. However, strong sub-Doppler cooling was observed in these conditions [2] . What is the nature of this cooling?
Efficient cooling is observed in a relatively narrow spectral range (-5 ÷ -30 MHz from the optical transition center). This is indirect evidence that besides of the Doppler, the Raman process can play important role at the last stage of cooling.
Such kind of cooling was briefly discussed in [3] and well demonstrated by published experimental results in [4] . At the first stage of process the Raman transition marks the atoms position in space. The corresponding atom will gain some memory about the initial state (position), if the emitted photon has any difference from the absorbed photon (in frequency, phase, direction and so on). The concept of atoms memory is in some degree the analog of the concept of atoms coherent state, which usually is defined as a mixture of different states of atom. However, the concept of coherent states does not have any clear physical sense. Physical sense of atoms memory based on the inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics [5] . The cross-section of reversed transition, which return the atom exactly into the initial state (position), can exceed in many orders of magnitude a cross-section of any other transitions (see Fig.1 
for illustration).
After the first Raman transition the atom moves from the initial (marked) point in space. When on the second stage of process other Raman transition happens, the direction of highest cross-section of stimulated emission will correspond to reversed optical transition. The emitted photons recoil moment will be directed against the direction of atom motion and lead to it cooling. So, Raman cooling of atoms in a diffuse laser light is a direct manifestation of inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics.
The described above Raman process allows to keep atoms in a horizontal optical trap: downward stimulated emission appears and compensates the gravitation [6, 7] .
A simple way exists to check the role of Raman transitions in the diffuse light cooling process. For Doppler cooling the red detuning of laser radiation is important. For the described Raman cooling process the sign of detuning is not very important: the value of detuning should not to be too small or too large. So, for red detuning we have the regime: Doppler cooling and Raman cooling. If for the cold sample we shall sharply change the sign of detuning from red to blue side, we get into the regime: Doppler heating and Raman cooling. The sample will remain cold, if in these conditions the Raman cooling is stronger than Doppler heating. It is possible to study relative efficiency of Raman cooling in this way.
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The supposed shapes of dependences of cross-sections for forward (1), backward and reversed (2) transitions from such parameters as the frequency ( ), phase, angel ( ), position of the particle (x).
